# TCx Elevate In-Lane Lottery Technical Specifications

## Hardware Requirements

### Controllers
- **TCx™ 700 - 4900-C46/C86 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB/SDD Over HDD
- **SurePOS 700 - 4900-C45/C85 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB/SDD Over HDD
- **SurePOS 700 - 4800-C43/C84**: N/A
- **IBM/Lenovo Series x servers**: N/A

### POS Terminals
- **TCxWave™ - 6140-100/120/A3R/14C/145/15C/155**: 8GB
- **TCx™ 800 - 6200-xxx (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB
- **TCx™ 700 - 4900-746/786 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB
- **SurePOS 700 - 4900-745 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB
- **SurePOS 700 - 4800-F43/743/783/764 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: N/A
- **TCx™ 300 - 4810-360/370/380 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 8GB
- **SurePOS 300 - 4810-350 (Minimum Memory/Storage)**: 4GB
- **Toshiba T10 All-in-One POS System**: N/A

## Software Requirements

- **TCx Elevate Platform**: V1.5.9 or later
- **SurePOS ACE**: V8.2 or later
- **SurePOS ACE EPS**: V8.2 or later
- **Checkout Environment for Consumer Service - CHEC Lane**: N/A

## Operating System

- **4690 OS Classic**: Not supported
- **4690 OS Enhanced**: Not supported
- **TCx™ Sky**: V1.2.01-03 or later
- **Windows 10**: Not supported
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